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Stranger at the Door
By Colin Ian Jeffery

There came a knocking on my door
And a stranger 
Familiar to my mind asked entrance
Yet I could not name him.

I gave him food and shelter 
He sat at my table 
No words he spoke 
Until we sat before the fire.

He talked into the early hours 
Speaking of secret things 
I thought only I did know
Deeds shameful to the soul.

Taking my hand at dawn 
He led me forth into the twilight 
Then I knew him to be Death
Come to take my soul.

………………………………………………………………

The Secret Notebook
By Diane R. Duff

My book contains secrets, she thought,
Hidden from the rest of the world:
In the little book she had bought.
My book contains secrets, she thought.
It was Shorthand she had been taught,
And few could read her notes unfurled,
My book contains secrets, she thought,
Hidden from the rest of the world.
……………………………………………………………..
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Black Walnuts
By Howard F. Stein and Seth Allcorn 

Flyover country fall day
A drive to my father-in-law’s farm – 
Something new, something different:
Time to harvest fallen black walnuts
A dozen massive trees 
Covered the ground with their seed.

Several hours’ work with my wife
Filling up buckets.
An old pick up, its bed heaped with the nuts,
Labors through the pasture to reach the gravel road.
We are told that 
The folks who will purchase our harvest 
Are not too distant – 
Their equipment and truck parked 
By the roadside signals to us
That we have arrived 

A driver backs the truck up to the shoot;
A worker rapidly shovels the nuts 
Into the massive noisy grinder – 
A mountain of hulls appears to one side,
Soon, nothing but several bushel bags of walnuts left,
Paid for by the pound, a few dollars in hand,
The end of the harvest for sure

Memories of the day and many others
Also fill but a small bag.
Much of life, it seems, ends up 
As a pile of hulls beside the road.
The old refrain, “Is that all there is?”
“Or perhaps ever will be?”
Comes to mind – Who knows?

Still, the walnut trees will endure, 
With their endless repetition
Of black walnuts growing,
Inevitably falling to the ground.
Life goes on.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

White Flowers
By Paul Murphy

Are pushing up corpses, are not all they seem.
Are perfected, part of my senses,
Are clogging up the diaphane
Are one way into perception.
Perception is everything, not as we see it.
The white flowers tremble against
The wall of ferns, primeval forests.
Ancient one lunged amoeba
Or scuttling ancestral insects.

………………………………………………………….….

Circle of the year
Spring-Summer-Autumn-Winter
A new year begins

By Aeronwy Dafies
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One for Sorrow – Dream Sequence
By Bruce-Grove

I draw comforts unimaginable from the warm beds of LED
that swamp the familiar banks of the electronic equipment
which surrounds me. The usual bag of guilt and godliness
makes me seethe as I engage no effort  whilst helping the
frozen, dear to me, but distant.

It  could  well  be  spring,  but  this  winter  has  not
relinquished  it's  grasp,  suffocating  all  life  above  ground.
Under the foundations lie  our catacombs,  an underground
metropolis.  Here  we  wait,  safe  in  the  knowledge  they
contain  everything  we  need  to  build  the  new  order.  The
water caves stretch, damp and ancient  across  London and
beyond. My duty to the sleepers permits little exploration.

I  have  decided,  however,  that  rather  than  take  my
turn  in  stasis  I  will  navigate  these  subterranean  canals  in
search of other pockets of survivors. There are, we estimate,
around  twenty  similar  tribes  across  London.  These  tribes
must be united in order to overthrow our common enemy,
the military. They have retreated to their high tech bunkers,
leaving us to die...   Once it is safe to walk above ground
they will once again try to claim our land. We will be ready.

I  once  read  a  book  about  nuclear  war,  by  Louise
Lawrence.  She  said  "There  is  only  one  thing  worse  than
dying in a nuclear war, and that's surviving one". I can see
what she meant.  Life underground is far from easy, many
were too weak to endure it,  but I will. At first there were
nearly a hundred of us, those were better times. We knew
there was scarcely food for fifty, but we had warmth and
love. Now there is only me, the world is mine.

I  remember  sunlight,  like  glimpses  of  a  distant
childhood, it keeps me strong. The upper caves are sealed,
they contain the plague which decimated out numbers, and
the  bodies  of  the  dead.  Everything  below  this  is  my
kingdom,  I  am  Hades,  Lord  of  the  Underworld.  It  took
months of squalor before we found this bunker. It had been
built to survive nuclear warfare, but it's owner had not, so it
is ours.

I don't like it in there. So clinical and perfect, it sends
shivers down my spine. I must visit it once a day to tend to
the sleepers. The bunker contains twelve biostasis units, so
the dozen sleepers lie. I was unlucky, number thirteen. They
will each be woken to take their turn, monitoring stasis, as I
have.

Cold and lonely I carry out my daily rounds, day after
day. When I have done all there is to do, I kill the lights and
call it night. Then I can really live, I dream of blue skies and
birds in flight, I dream of freedom. When spring comes we
will  rise.  Among the  ruins  of  this  dead  city,  in  fields  of
mutant grass, our children will play.
……………………………………………………………….

Frost tastes on the tongue
A brief return to childhood
Smell of hot dinner

By DJ Tyrer

Where did everyone go?
By Mark Hudson

The four horsemen have tread their path
the world is nothing but a bloodbath
The beast has risen, we're all in prison
They've conquered, even in Yonkers!

I sit alone in my prison cell
the world is a preview of hell
I stare at this centipede
can the two of us get freed?

We wouldn't take the mark of the beast
now all my friends and family are deceased
they've tortured me to a point I can't tolerate
will I make it through heaven's gate?

This monstrous regiment like Rome
I wish I could go back to my home
crawl back in my embryonic womb
but the soldiers lead us straight to doom

Some of the people flew into the sky
But i guess that I am sentenced to die
Didn't adhere to the evil signs
Now I'm going out of my mind

I thought I'd escape on the run
now they approach with a tattoo gun
666 they'll burn into my arm,
how did I ever come to such harm?

The world is like the valley of the damned
with a megalomaniac replacing Uncle Sam
All we could ever get to do is vote
and now I'm sacrificed just like a goat!

Please God don't let it be too late
I see the signs that hell now awaits
The final battle has just begun
some have lost, and few have won.

memories of happiness fade away,
nuclear sky a shade of grey
Is this what life is supposed to be?
An apocalyptic legacy?

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Sparkling Lucifers
By Paul Murphy

Starlight is the devil's smile
Quantum destinies that grin
That glitter on a fountain's column
Alcoves beaten into form.

The sun's a fiend, a cold song
Spun like the moon's fibre
The once retarded beams return
Life feels so much better.



Threads
By Andrew Darlington

I don’t know where they come from,
I don’t know why they’re here,
the threads,
they’re in my hair the moment I wake,
brushing spiders-web strands
from my eyebrows,
they settle with soft insect footfall
across my forehead and ears,
the more I scratch them away
leaving redblood tear-tracks,
the more they’re there,
the threads
I’m scared to inhale for fear 
of breathing them in,
terrified to sleep longer
lest I wake cocooned by them
unable to break free,
as trapped as bug larvae,
by the threads,
why am I the only one to see them?
how come no-one else knows they’re here?
I feel their thistledown on my skin,
their slow angelhair gold-glinting,
thistledown shiny with bug-spittle,
soft fibres that veil my eyes,
crawling my body like addiction,
I step out into the street 
and watch them falling in a 
gentle rain of forgetting
across the city,
the threads…

……………………………………………………………….

Anderson DCCLXXXI
By Schiz

Let us swim like swans in love
Watching the sunset as we wrap our arms
Around each other
We have found our love stronger than
Anything we experienced
And there's nothing that can stop it
It will live beyond death
And even heaven cannot break it
But when you leave, i cannot stop thinking of you
Yr absence continues to sadden my heart
But you walk into the room
And we dance until the night has tears in its eyes
Then fall, once more, in love
…………………………………………………………….

Bibliophile
By Donna McCabe

I have to confess
I'm a bibliophile
I am a right lover of books
They have taken over all the house
In all the cranny's and all the nooks
They’re stacked up all over the place
There's not much room to move
But I can't help but buy yet another book to read
It's as if to myself I have something to prove.

Morpheus
By Bruce-Grove

I waken in the dream house –
Oneiric tide drift on. I glimpse, in passing – open seas, 
Soaring skies – the Solaris Blue sears through neurons.

I waken in the dream house –
Oneiric tide drift on. I glimpse, in passing – those with or without form,
Nihilistic or unenlightened – the Black night sky so bright.

I waken in the dream house –
Oneiric tide drift on. I glimpse, in passing – Ochre, 
Cochineal or Amaranth – the bookshelves dripping Red.

…………………………………………………………………………...

Flying Dutchman
By Colin Ian Jeffery

(In winter 1641, merchant ship ‘Dutchman’ sailed into legend
becoming a notorious ghost ship sailing until doomsday)

Sailing back to Europe
Captain Hendrick Van der Decken
Reached the Cape of Good Hope
As a savage storm blew-up
Howling, raging, battering the ship.

Terrified crew pleaded 
For the ship to turn back
But the captain refused
Declaring to sail the storm
Treacherous, life threatening.

Thinking him insane
Crew mutinied 
Captain shot leader of the mutineers
Threw the body overboard
Saying he would sail around the Cape.

Nothing would stop him 
Not even if he must sail until doomsday.
The Devil heard his boastful words
And so began the eternal sailing
Ship manned by lost tormented souls. 

Sightings have been made of the ghost ship
With sails set, rigging eerie orange glow
Coming from swirling mist to vanish
Sailors seeing the ghost ship 
Know the sighting means death for them. 

……………………………………………………………..

Sweet Words
By DS Davidson

Strange how these
Sweet words sound sweeter

From your mouth…

Are you poetical –
My own secret muse –

Or less kind?

Have you ensnared
My soul with words -

A honey trap?



A New Tomorrow
By Donna McCabe

Picking up the pieces of a broken yesterday
Putting them back together
But in a new and re-arranged way
Looking from a new perspective
Taking a new angle on what went wrong
Knowing it wasn't all your fault
You weren't the one in the wrong
Feeling the weight lift a little
Some of that grey cloud lift away
Knowing that the sun will one day shine fully
When the wind finally blows them away.

…………………………………………………………….

Nomenclature Pure?
By: Arthur C. Ford, Sr.

50 years ago we taught
Hue of colour, is what we bought!

Now it’s Brown and Black-we think!
Darkness is surely on the brink!

So now, let’s keep this sequel, equal!
Let’s say, without a master-

White and Alabaster!

CHORUS
Oh man! Oh man! can we be sure?

  Can we ever be, nomenclature pure?
 Colour blindness is not a chore

  Like, trying to be nomenclature pure!

Is yellow still from far away lands?
Or has that changed in our plans?

Is red the first, who were here?
Green plains is a primary, my dear!

Don’t colour my spirit, like colouring books!
Don’t break that crayon, that could be you!!
Take from truth’s light, and the prism of love
Respect all colours, engraved from above.

CHORUS
Oh man! Oh man! can we be sure?

  Can we ever be, nomenclature pure?
 Colour blindness is not a chore

  Like, trying to be nomenclature pure!
………………………………………………………………

Guess
By Marc Carver

I will meet you there
you can be as long as you like
that is where I will be
where the day becomes night and the night becomes day.
It is quiet there
a nice place to wait
I have others to see there
who have waited for me.
So only come when you are ready
When you are sure
When all the birds fly off
for fear the final day has come

Best Times
By Colin Ian Jeffery

My best times are with you, and with you alone
When all woes depart eclipsed by your presence
I see your face and transcending smile
Which stormed my heart when love began.
Beguiled, and amazed you are lover and friend
Supporting me like an immovable rock
Within stormy seas, waves crashing down 
Undaunted taking each hurricane’s howling force
Unafraid of fierce blows rained from purple storms.
It was you who raised me from the darkness
Giving light showing the way to happiness
All I have was achieved because of you
When all seems lost, broken scattered to the wind
I think of you, call your name and all is right again.
………………………………………………………………..

Bleeding Ink
By Donna McCabe

Ink bleeds from me
Be it happy, joyous or blue
I just can't stop it from happening
I know it's the same for you too
It's a constant problem
We writers suffer from
The need to bleed out
Our very souls
It's the only way
We can live our lives
Keep going and feeling whole.

…………………………………………………………….

Straight Party Line 
By Howard F. Stein

My moment in the voting booth
Has at last arrived.
I stand, ballot and marker in my hands,
Relieved I have nothing more to ponder,
Nothing to decide,
No hard choices,
Everything was clear
From the outset of this campaign.

Our way
Or their way.
What’s there to think about?
Our candidate will rescue us;
Their candidate will destroy us.

No ballot ever
Easier to complete – 
To follow a strict party line.
A single box to fill in – 
Turn it completely black.
I feed my ballot to
The electronic machine – 

Then leave – 
Not smug,
Just right.

Awen will return in May


